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Abstract� The rami�cation and quali�cation problems are two infa�
mous� hard and ever present problems in databases and� more generally�
in systems exhibiting a dynamic behavior� The rami�cation problem
refers to determining the indirect e�ects of actions� whereas the qual�
i�cation problem refers to determining the preconditions which must
hold prior to the execution of an action� A solution to these problems
in database systems permits reasoning about the dynamics of databases
and allows proving consistency properties� These two problems become
increasingly complex in temporal databases and no satisfactory solution
has been proposed as of yet� In this paper� we describe these two prob�
lems in the context of temporal databases and we propose a solution
of polynomial complexity based on the language of the Situation Cal�
culus� This solution extends previous proposals for the solution of these
problems in conventional �non�temporal� databases�

� Introduction

Reasoning about action and change has been one of the main research themes of
the knowledge representation and planning communities of the last two decades�
Action theories providing an axiomatic basis for managing change are applica�
ble to a wide area of disciplines including software engineering ����� �cognitive	
robotics and data
knowledge base systems ����� In this paper we consider the case
of database systems� Databases are dynamical systems whose contents change
as the result of database transactions� An atomic database transaction can be
regarded as an action and hence� we can say that the changes in a database occur
as the result of actions� Changes to a database may a�ect its consistency� Ap�
propriate mechanisms must be employed in order to guarantee that a database
will never reach an inconsistent state� To enforce this requirement one must be
able to prescribe � in a parsimonious fashion � the exact changes �direct or indi�
rect	 that are e�ected by the execution of an action� and consequently determine
which actions should be allowed to execute� These interrelated problems have
been known as the rami�cation and quali�cation problems and were initially
introduced by McCarthy and Hayes in ����
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We describe these problems with by means of an example� Suppose we are
interested in maintaining a database describing the contents of a room as part
of a robots perception of its environment� Suppose that the contents of the
database are represented as propositions describing the location of each item in
the room� as shown below�

on�bookcase� x�	 on�table� x�	 on�book� x�	

on�bottle� x�	 on�chair� x�	 �

As we can observe� the book and the bookcase have the same position� This
happens because of the presence of a constraint requiring that books must be on
the bookcase� The execution of the action move�chair� x�	 has the e�ect of the
chair changing position from x� to x�� This action has as its only direct e�ect the
change of the position of the chair� However� actions may have indirect e�ects
as well� The action move�bookcase� x�	 has both direct and indirect e�ects� The
direct e�ect is to change the position of the bookcase whereas its indirect e�ect
is to change the position of the book� because the book is in the bookcase and so
it moves together with the bookcase� Notice that the indirect e�ect is caused by
the presence of the constraint that the book must be on the bookcase�

Whenever an action takes place it is necessary to be able to understand all the
direct and indirect e�ects of this action� Otherwise the contents of database may
not satisfy the constraints that describe the consistent states of the database� and
thus the database will be inconsistent� In the above example� after the execution
of the action move�bookcase� x�	� if the position of the book does not change�
then the contents of database violate the aforementioned constraint�

Such indirect e�ects are caused by the presence of constraints� The rami��

cation problem ��� �� refers to the concise description of the indirect e�ects of
an action in the presence of constraints�

As far as the actions themselves are concerned� not all di�erent are allowed
to take place in any given situation� For each action there are some preconditions
which when true� they permit the actions execution� In the previous example�
the action move�bookcase� x�	 is not allowed to execute because a table occupies
the target position� Presumably� no two objects can occupy the same room lo�
cation unless one is stacked on top of the other� The action move�bookcase� x	
can be executed only if the position x is clear� So the precondition of action
move�p� x	 is clear�x	�

The problem of determining the context in which an action is allowed to
execute is the quali�cation problem ����� As we observe� both problems
appear in the context of our example and in the context in any changing world�
giving rise to the quali�ed rami�cation problem �����

The rest of paper is organized as follows� in section � we review the most
prevalent solutions which have been proposed for addressing the rami�cation
and the quali�cation problems in the context of conventional �non�temporal	
databases� We also brie�y examine the quali�ed rami�cation problem� The ram�
i�cation and quali�cation problems in temporal databases are examined at sec�





tion �� and a solution is presented at section �� The paper concludes with a
summary and directions for further research�

� Action Theories in Conventional Databases

��� The Rami�cation Problem

For the rami�cation problem many solutions have been suggested� The majority
of them are based on the Situation Calculus ���� The situation calculus is a
second�order language that represents the changes which occur in a domain of
interest� as results of actions� One possible evolution of the world is a sequence
of actions and is represented by a �rst�order term� called a situation� The initial
situation S� is a distinguished term representing situation at which no action
has occurred yet� A binary function� do�a� s	 yields the situation resulting from
the execution of an action a while in situation s� Predicates� called �uents� may
change truth value from one situation to another and a situation term is used as
one of their arguments� Similarly� one can represent functions whose values are
dependent on the situations on which they are evaluated �functional �uents	�
Solutions aim at providing a parsimonious representation of what changes from
one situation to the next� when an action takes place�

Among the simplest solutions proposed are the minimal change approach
��� ��� These solutions suggests that� when an action occurs in a situation S�
we try to �nd the consistent situation S� which has the fewer changes from the
situation S� For instance� assume that the example of a simple circuit which
has two switches and one lamp� When the two switch is up then the lamp
must be light� If one switch is down then the lamp must not be light� As�
sume the situation S � fup�s�	��up�s�	��lightg� The action toggle�switch�s�	
change the situation of circuit at the S

�

� fup�s�	� up�s�	��lightg� which is in�
consistent� There are two consistent situation S� � fup�s�	� up�s�	� lightg and
S� � fup�s���up�s�	��lightg� It is sensible to light the lamp� whereas downing
the switch s� isnt� The minimal change approach cannot select one of them�

The solutions based on the categorization of �uents ������� solve the above
problem� The �uents are categorized in primary and secondary� A primary �uent
can change only as a direct e�ect of an action� while a secondary one only as an
indirect e�ect of an action� After an action takes place� we choose the situation
with the fewer changes in primary �uents� In the above example� the separation
is Fp � fup�s�� up�s�g and Fs � flightg� where Fp and Fs are the primary
and secondary �uents respectively� Now we choose the S� because it does not
contain any changes of the primary �uents� The categorization of �uents solves
the rami�cation problem only if all �uents can be categorized� If some �uents
are primary for some actions and secondary for some other this solution is not
satisfactory� For example assume that the circuit in Figure �� Now the integrity
constraints are

light � up�s�	 � up�s�	



	

relay � �up�s�	 � up�s�	

relay � �up�s�	

up(s1) up(s2)

relay light

up(s3)

Fig� �� The complex circuit

Now� the �uent up�s�	 and up�s�	 are primary� while the �uent relay and
light are secondary� The �uent up�s�	 is primary for the action toggle�switch�s�	
and secondary for the action toggle� switch�s�	 �because when the switch s�
and s� is up this action do the �uent relay true� The �uent relay when is true
the switch s� must be �up�s�		� As we observe the indirect e�ect of an action
dependents from the context of the database�

The above solutions su�er from drawback that they cannot capture the
dependence that exists between the indirect e�ects of action and the context
present in the database�

This dependence is captured by the solution of causal relationships ��������
Each causal relationship consists of two parts� The former part� called context�
consists of one �uent formula which when true� establishes a causal relationship
between an action and its e�ect� The latter part� is the indirect e�ect of an action
�called the cause of this e�ect	� A causal relationship has the form

� causes � if �

where � is an action� � is the direct
indirect e�ect and � is the context�
One solution based the idea of causal relationships is the language proposed

by McChain and Tuner ����� This language includes static and dynamic laws�
A static law is an expression of the form
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caused F if G �

whereas a dynamic law is an expression of the form

U causes F if G �

The meaning of a dynamic law of this form is that an action U has the direct
e�ect F if the proposition G holds� For instance� in the example of the previous
section� the following dynamic law is de�ned

move�x� l	 causes on�x� l	 if free�l	 �

Also� we can de�ne the static law

on�x� l	 if on�y� l	 � on�x� y	 �

This law means that if one object x is on an another object y which is at
position l �possibly after some move	� then x must be move at l as well�

Note that static laws capture the indirect e�ects while dynamic laws capture
the direct e�ects of actions�

��� The Quali�cation problem

The so�called default solution ��� suggests that� for each action a� we must
determine a formula F a which� when true� prohibits action a from executing�
The formula F a is a disjunction of the form

F a �
�

Fi �

where each Fi is a �uent� When any of the Fi is true the action a can not
execute� Returning to our example� the disabling �uent formula of the action
move�x� l	 has one disjunct�

Fmove�x�l� � on�y� l	 � x �� y �

We say that when the formula F a holds then the action a is disquali�ed and
thus it cannot execute� We represented that by employing a predicate disq as

F a � disq�a	 �

Another solution ���� is an extension of the minimal�change possible�worlds
approach that has been suggested for solving the rami�cation problem� After
each action a executes� we try to �nd a consistent situation which contains all
direct and indirect e�ects of a� If there is at least one such situation� then the
action can execute� otherwise it cannot�
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� Temporal Databases

In temporal database systems all action occur at speci�c points in time� Also
objects and relationships among objects exist over time� The value of a �uent is
dependent on the time instant at which it is evaluated� Hence� a �ner�grained
change description mechanism is required here� Recall that� in conventional �non�
temporal	 databases we only need to determine the value of �uents only after
an action occurs�

In this section� we describe the rami�cation and quali�cation problems in
the context of temporal databases� We describe these problems by means of
an example� Assume that the following rule is in e�ect� if a public employee
commits a misdemeanor� then for the next �ve months he is considered illegal�
When a public employee is illegal� then s
he must be suspended for the entire
time interval over which s
he is considered illegal� A public employee can receive
promotion only if s
he has stayed in the same position for at least �ve years
and is not under suspension� These are expressed in propositional form by the
following constraints��

occur�misdemeanor�p	� t	 � illegal�p� t�	 � t� � t� �m

illegal�p� t�	 � suspended�p� t�	

suspended�p� t�	 � �sameposition�p� d	 � d � �y	 � �receivepromotion�p� t�	 �

where t and t� are temporal variables and the predicate occur�crime�p	� t	
denotes that the action crime�p	 is executed at time t� In a temporal database
we need to describe the direct and indirect e�ects of an action not only in the
immediately resulting next situation but possibly for many future situations as
well� In the above example� the action misdemeanor�p	 has the indirect e�ect
that the public worker is in suspension for the next �ve months� In this �ve�
month period� a number of other actions may execute leading to many di�erent
situations� In all these situations� the action misdemeanor�p	 has the indirect
e�ect suspended�p	�

The causal relationships can not solve the rami�cation problem in temporal
databases because they determine the direct and indirect e�ects only for the next
situation� The same weakness characterizes all other solutions of the rami�cation
problem in conventional databases� Furthermore� as we can observe� the execu�
tion of the action misdemeanor�p	 disquali�ed the action receivepromotion for
the subsequent �ve�month period� The solutions proposed for the quali�cation
problem in conventional databases cannot address the quali�cation problem in
temporal databases because they cannot represent the fact that one action can
disqualify another for a speci�c time span�

The above weakness can be alleviated by constructing a correspondence be�
tween situations and actions with time� Such a correspondence was suggested

� In the absence of quanti�ers in the expression of these propositions� they are con�
sidered to be implicitly universally quanti�ed over their temporal and non�temporal
arguments�
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in previous works ��� ��� ���� We adopt the correspondence which was initially
suggested been in ��� and which is shown in Figure �� There are three parallel
axes� the �rst is the situations axis� the second is the time axis and the third is
the actions axis� We assume that all actions are instantaneous� When an action
takes place� the database changes into a new situation�
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s0 s1 s2 s3 situation axis

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 time axis

a1 a2 a3 action axis

Fig� �� The correspondence situations and actions with the time

In ���� we have proposed a solution for the rami�cation problem in Temporal
databases� More speci�cally� for each pair �action a� �uent f	 we de�ne two
axioms�

a�t	 causes f�t�	 if E	
fa

a�t	 causes �f�t�	 if E�

fa
�

where the E	
fa

and E�

fa
are the formulas which must hold� for �uent f to

become true or false respectively at time t�� after the execution of action a at
time t� The above axioms must be speci�ed for any action and the �uents that
can be a�ected by its execution� The maximum number of axioms that need to
be de�ned is O���F �A	� where F is the number of �uents and A the number of
actions� In the next section� we present an improvement to this solution in terms
of the number of axioms needed� The improved solution requires the speci�cation
of O�A� � � F 	 such causal laws�

� An Improved Solution

In this section we present an improvement to our previously proposed solution
��� for the rami�cation and quali�cation problems in temporal databases� This
solution is an extension of the solution of McCain and Tuner ���� for the rami�
�cation problem in conventional databases�

We represent each action A as A�t	� meaning that the action A occurs at
time t� Each �uent F is represented as F �t�	� meaning that the �uent F is true
for time t� after the current moment� In other words� F is true in time interval
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�currentmoment� currentmoment � t��� When �Fi�t
�	 holds� this means that

the �uent F is false for time t� after the current moment� At each time�unit we
decrease the value of t� by one time�unit�

For each action A� we de�ne a law of the form�

A �
�

Li�t
�	 �

where Li�t
�	 is Fi�t

�	 or �Fi�t
�	� These laws are dynamic and describe the

direct e�ects of an action� Each of these laws are evaluated only when the cor�
responding action is executed�

Subsequently� for each �uent F � we de�ne two laws

G�t	 � F ��	

B�t	 � �F ��	 �

where G�t	 is a proposition which when true causes the �uent F to become
true for the next time�unit� Similarly� B�t	 is a proposition which when true
causes the �uent F to become false for the next time�unit� These laws are static
and describe the indirect e�ect of the execution of actions� They are evaluated
in every state of the database� The formules G�t	 and B�t	 is more general than
the formules E	

fa
and E�

fa
which are describe in the previous solution� because

the E	
fa
�E�

fa
speci�ed what must be hold in order to be true
false the �uent f

after the execution of a speci�c action a� while the formules G�t	�B�t	 speci�ed
what must be hold in order to be true
false the �uent f independently for the
speci�c actions�

Notice that� in reference to the correspondence drawn in Figure �� the dy�
namical laws are evaluated only when the corresponding action is executed� The
static laws are evaluated each time unit �on the second axis	� The execution of
static laws do not necessarily change the situation of the database�

The speci�cation of these causal laws solve the rami�cation problem in tem�
poral databases� since the dynamic laws capture the direct e�ects of each action
whereas the static ones capture the indirect e�ects of each action in every state
of the database� It is easy to conclude that we need A� � � F such laws� where
F is the number of �uents and A is the number of actions�

To address the quali�cation problem we use the predicate duration as has
been de�ned in ���� The interpretation of this predicate is that when duration�A� t	
is true� then the action A is disquali�ed for time t after the current moment�
Hence� it represents the duration of the disquali�cation of the action from exe�
cuting� At each time unit the value of t is decreased by one time unit� Then� for
each action A we de�ne one static law�

K�t� t�	 � duration�A� t�	 �

where �t� t�	 is a proposition which when true at time�moment t� disquali�es
the action A for a time interval of length t� after the current moment� If some






action is disquali�ed at time instant t� then it is not necessary to examine the
above static law� Its examination becomes necessary only when duration�A� �	
holds �� Hence� to address the quali�cation problem we need A laws� where A is
the number of actions�

In total� the speci�cation of O����A�F 		 laws is required for the solution of
the rami�cation and quali�cation problem in the context of temporal databases�
Now let us see how the above solution solves the problem which we present in
the previous section��

We have one dynamic and one static law� namely�

minsemeanor�p� now	 � illegal�p� �m	 ��	

illegal�p� t	� �t � �	 � publicemployee�p� t�	 � suspended��	 ��	 �

where misdemeanor�p� now	 means that p commits a misdemeanor at the
present moment� The �rst law is dynamic and captures the direct e�ect of the
action misdemeanor� The second law is static and captures the indirect e�ects
of the action misdemeanor�

The action receive� promotion has the following precondition� �rst the em�
ployee must have been in the same position for at least �ve years� and second�
s
he must not have been suspended� These preconditions are represented as�

suspended�t	 � �t � �	 � sameposition�p� t�	 � �t� � �y	 � t� � max�t� �y � t�	 �

duration�receivepromotion� t�	 ��	 �

The proposition Kreceivepromotion�now� t
�	 is speci�ed as

Kreceivepromotion�now� t
�	 �

suspended�t	 � �t � �	 � sameposition�p� t�	 � �t� � �y	 � t� � max�t� �y � t�	

Law ��	 means that� in any time instant� if a public employee is in suspen�
sion or has been in the same position for time less than �y� then the action
receivepromotion becomes disquali�ed as long as at least one of these two con�
ditions is true �t� � max�t� �y � t�		�

The above problem becomes even more complex if the actions are not in�
stanteous but have duration� In that case� it is necessary to draw a di�erent cor�
respondece among situations� actions and the time axis than the one of Figure
�� Furthermore� the direct and indirect e�ects of an action must be determined
with regards to the start and
or end of this action� We assume that an action

� This mean that the action A is not disquali�ed�
� We do not deal with the problem of changing time granularities in this paper� We
assume that di�erent time units are understood and appropriate conversion functions
are available�
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A with duration is equivalent with two instanteous actions one for the start
�start�A� t		 and one for end �end�A� t�		� The above laws are now de�ned for
each action for two time instants� one for the starting point and one for the end
point�

In the previous example� assume that the actionmisdemeanor�p� t	 executing
during the interval �t� t��� Then the public employee p is considered to be illegal
for the interval �t� t� � �m�� Now we must rewrite the dynamic laws as follows

start�misdemeanor�p� t		 � illegal�p�		

end�misdemeanor�p� t		 � illegal�p� �m	 �

The symbol 	 is used to denote that we do not know when the action of
committing the misdemeanor ended� The second law changes 	 to �m� We
need to specify O�� � A	 such dynamic laws� Notice that the static laws do not
need to change� Hence� for the solution of the rami�cation problem we need
O�� �A�� �F 	 laws and for the solution of the quali�cation problem we do not
need to change the previous speci�cation in the case of actions with duration�

� Future Research

The rami�cation and quali�cation problems in temporal database are complex
and many�faceted problems� We have describes a solution to these problems by
adherenig to one such facet� namely that the e�ects of an action �direct and
indirect	 refer to the current and future situations only� It is very interesting
to look this problem in case when the action can change our beliefs about the
past� In that case� the e�ects may be periodically recursive and for the solution
of rami�cation and quali�cation problems may be necessary to determine what
things can change in the past and what things cannot� It is also worth inves�
tigating these problems in the presence of concurrent actions �instantaneous or
with duration	� or in the case of non�determinisitic actions�
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